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Theory is increasingly important as li-
braries transition traditional reference 
practices to online learning environ-
ments. This paper suggests and explores 
the boundaries of a new theory of refer-
ence interaction in the online environ-
ment that is grounded in online learn-
ing theories and the educational theory 
of transactional distance. The paper 
examines an operational definition of 
the librarian’s instructional intent in e-
mail reference service, considering it the 
level of customized content in canned, 
instructional messages at institutions 
that provide e-mail reference service. 
This definition is tested statistically, sug-
gesting that when a canned response is 
edited for content by the responder more 
instruction is likely to occur and trans-
actional distance is overcome.

o nline reference services lack 
a general theory that reflects 
the learning that occurs in 
interactions between the 

librarian and the user. Rather, discus-
sions of online librarian–user interac-
tions are based on the theories and 
practices that have defined face-to-face 
interactions such as the reference inter-
view. For example, as reference services 
transition to an online environment, 
especially through “Ask A Librarian” e-
mail services, so too has the reference 

interview. There is a need to develop 
new reference theories, especially in 
relation to online services. Such new 
theories need to emphasize the role of 
the learner and the learning experience 
within the context of the online learn-
ing environment. 

This paper is an attempt to define 
the boundaries of one new reference 
theory. We frame an asynchronous e-
mail reference service within distrib-
uted education theory, and in particu-
lar within the sociocultural learning 
theories of transactional distance and 
interaction. It should be noted, how-
ever, that our purpose in defining this 
theory is not to initially prove that in-
struction is taking place via e-mail or 
asynchronous reference services. We 
think that it is possible that instruction 
can happen in this medium and does 
not necessarily require a back-and-
forth interaction between the librarian 
and the user; an interpretive case study 
by Doherty learned that librarians in 
a particular e-mail service recognized 
the limits to asynchronous interactions 
and instinctively sought to build in an 
implied interaction.1 This implied inter-
action, where instruction can be said to 
be intended by the librarian, is what we 
wish to evaluate in this paper. 

It is our contention in this paper 
that such instructional intent is reflected 
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in how much the librarian customizes the canned 
response of this particular e-mail service to better 
meet the needs of the user. We tie this customiza-
tion into educational theory, especially theories of 
online learning and online learning environments. 
We offer a definition of librarian-to-learner interac-
tion that we call instructional intent as the level of 
customized content in a librarian’s reply to an online 
question, and then seek to test this statistically. 

onLIne	RefeRenCe	SeRvICeS
The library literature on online reference services, 
particularly synchronous services such as chat and 
instant messaging, assumes that technology can be 
used as a tool to transition practices such as the 
reference interview to the online learning environ-
ment without the need to apply a critical lens to 
such practice in the first place.2 Janes notes that 
reference is generally “independent of any specific 
technology” while conversely noting that any defi-
nition of online reference implies a dependence 
on technology.3 We argue that this dependence on 
technology could be used to transform reference 
services beyond just “services, values, users, and 
all the rest.”4 Examining our dependence on tech-
nology can and should generate much needed con-
versations on the critical aspects of librarianship in 
general, and reference services in particular. 

The catchall terms “online reference” or “digi-
tal reference” refer to the technology-dependent 
trends in reference services. From these terms, 
our literature has developed a focus on how tra-
ditional services can be transferred to the Web 
without fully taking advantage of the inherent 
benefits of the technologies being used. For ex-
ample, let us examine Ross, Nilsen, and Dewdney’s 
reference interview quick tip.5 They begin with a 
patron suggesting a source to the librarian by ask-
ing something such as “Can I have an almanac?” 
They suggest ignoring that question to ask “What 
specifically are you looking for?” This is a stan-
dard of traditional reference practice that, though 
well-meaning, sounds like a challenge to the user. 
Indeed, it is liable to make the questioner feel 
like the reference supplicant described by Samuel 
Green in 1876, who discussed the need for in-
structing users in catalog systems because of their 
lack of knowledge.6 Ignoring the original question 
devalues the experience that the patron brings to 
the reference interaction by assuming that they do 
not know what they want. In an online learning 
interaction, which does not have the time and face-
to-face components basic to an effective reference 
interview, it is essential to build upon the student’s 
prior knowledge in order to allow them to better 

learn what we are trying to instruct. As noted later 
in this essay, such a focus on building upon prior 
knowledge is inherent in constructivist approaches 
to online learning.

Rather, in an online interaction, we would sug-
gest providing the user with the content requested, 
and then going an extra step: “Here you are. So 
you are probably looking for some statistics? If that 
doesn’t contain quite what you were looking for, 
let me know, I’m happy to help you find articles 
and other resources that may answer your ques-
tion.” This provides an opening for more assistance 
without assuming that a patron cannot be expected 
to know what he or she wants and may prompt an 
immediate response from the patron for more as-
sistance. This example agrees with Doherty, who, 
on the basis of his interpretations of the practices of 
librarians in an e-mail reference service, defines the 
process of responding to online reference questions 
similarly to those of the reference interview: evalu-
ation, pre-searching, answering (here the provision 
of an answer to the question as asked), and sugges-
tions (here providing the user with further options, 
assistance, suggestions, and instruction).7

For these reasons, we prefer to maintain an 
emphasis on technology in any definition of online 
reference. In this paper, online reference is defined 
as the provision of help resources such as FAQs, 
electronic databases, and other electronic content 
and/or asynchronous or synchronous computer 
mediated communications (CMC) such as e-mail 
or chat.8 This definition further engages peripher-
ally in CMC theory, with the understanding that 
CMC–based reference services allow for an exami-
nation of such concepts as social presence and me-
dia richness.9 CMC theory is defined as communi-
cation that occurs via computer-mediated forms, 
such as e-mail between two or more individuals. 
In this paper we are focused on a single form of 
digital reference service: the e-mail interaction. 
We suggest, however, that the speed with which 
libraries have moved online, especially through 
services provided through the Internet, has re-
sulted in a social disconnect between library users 
and librarians and a lack of focus on instructional 
interaction. However, by framing this discussion 
within distributed education theory, and in par-
ticular within the theories of transactional distance 
and interaction, we can add a lens missing from 
the literature. 

The theory of transactional distance redefines 
distance education in pedagogical terms rather 
than geographic terms: 

Distance is determined by the amount of 
dialog which occurs between the learner and 
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the instructor, and the amount of structure 
which exists in the design of the course. 
Greater transactional distance occurs when 
an educational program has more structure 
and less student-teacher dialogue, as might 
be found in some traditional distance edu-
cation courses.10

As can be seen, the concept of dialogue is im-
portant to this theory. However, in this instance 
dialogue emphasizes an interaction that seeks to 
develop a common level of understanding. It does 
not necessarily imply continued back-and-forth 
conversation. Paulo Freire suggests dialogue as an 
interaction that seeks to develop a common level of 
understanding when he speaks of the importance 
of a dialogic form of education in which pedagogy 
is developed and acted upon. Students and teach-
ers, Freire says, should be learning from each other 
as opposed to an imposition of learning from one to 
another. He uses an analogy of banking to suggest 
that the educator deposits information in the mind 
of the student and rejects any empowerment in the 
transaction. Indeed, even terms such as “transac-
tion” rhetorically refer to banking. However, for 
Freire, through a form of “problem-posing” edu-
cation, learners are encouraged to communicate, 
to become conscious of their own consciousness: 
“People teach each other, mediated by the world, 
by the cognizable objects which in banking edu-
cation are ‘owned’ by the teacher.”11 For example, 
instead of assuming that a user does not know what 
information is needed, here we are using Freire’s 
concept of dialogue to suggest an equality of exper-
tise, wherein the librarian assumes the more em-
powering role of partner as opposed to information 
guru. Instead of asking users to prove the worth 
of their research or research question, librarians 
should value the perspectives, experiences, and 
comfort level of the users as well as their own and 
work from both as a starting point.

In transactional distance theory, dialogue is 
placed in a continuum with structure in any online 
interaction. The reference interview is tradition-
ally defined as a structured conversation between 
the user and the librarian. While such a definition 
implies a dialogue, it is hampered by the structure 
imposed by the tradition of the reference inter-
view. Saba and Shearer, however, have reframed 
the theory of transactional distance slightly in 
terms of learner control, and this is applicable to 
a new theory of reference interaction in the online 
environment: 

An increase in the level of learner control 
increased the rate of dialogue, which in turn 

decreased the level of transactional distance; 
an increase in the level of instructor control in-
creased the rate of structure, which in turn in-
creased the level of transactional distance.12

In other words, as structure increases, dialogue 
decreases, and transactional distance becomes a bar-
rier to learning. Therefore the structured reference 
interview in an online setting (and, arguably, also 
in a face-to-face setting) may increase transactional 
distance between the user and the librarian. 

It is important to stress that the concept of 
dialogue in this paper is not the standard diction-
ary version that emphasizes the back-and-forth 
of a face-to-face transaction. This study draws on 
both Freire as noted above, but also on the idea of 
dialogue discussed in distributed learning theory, 
in which communication may not be synchronous 
or even back and forth. Such a definition does not 
require a response from the user, and indeed the 
e-mail reference service examined here assumes 
the user will not respond after the initial contact. 
The librarian then compensates for this absence 
of response by trying to develop an asynchronous 
interaction that anticipates some of the dialogue. 

This is borne out in Doherty’s related interpre-
tive study that examined the process of librarians as 
participants responding to a user’s e-mail reference 
question. All participants reflected upon the specific 
user’s question. As a part of the study, a stimulated 
recall interview asked participants questions as they 
reviewed a user’s question. At times these questions 
moved beyond simple evaluation of the content to 
more specific issues about serving the user appro-
priately. For example, when the content of the user’s 
question did not automatically suggest a referral, 
there was still some second guessing that went into 
the ultimate decision to refer. One participant was 
particularly concerned at what was thought to be an 
inappropriate referral, noting that the referral itself 
lacked some content that would have at least helped 
to get the user started on some research. All partici-
pants saw a referral as a potential time waster for 
the user. Once an interaction was referred further 
interaction was no longer considered specifically the 
responsibility of the digital reference service.13

InSTRuCTIonAL	InTeRACTIon
Moore notes that one way of dealing with issues 
of transactional distance is through what he terms 
interactions.14 Wagner defines this as

an event that takes place between a learner 
and the learner’s environment. Its purpose is 
to respond to the learner in a way intended 
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to change his or her behavior toward an edu-
cational goal. An instructional interaction is 
effective when the environmental response 
changes the learner’s behavior toward that 
goal. Instructional interactions have two pur-
poses: to change learners and to move them 
toward an action state of goal attainment.15 

Moore further writes of three dialogical di-
mensions of instructional interaction: learner to 
learner, learner to instructor, learner to content.16 
Gunawardena and McIsaac add another dialogi-
cal dimension of instructional interaction specific 
to the online environment: learner to technology 
interactions.17

Learner control is paramount to reducing the 
negative effects of transactional distance. In an 
online interaction with users, librarians should be 
specifically focused on the dimensions of learner 
to instructor, learner to content, and learner to 
technology. Instructional interaction occurs when 
the implicit emphasis of the interaction is placed 
on enhancing the learner’s control over the in-
teraction. A dialogue is encouraged in which the 
learner’s knowledge is emphasized over the librar-
ian’s expertise in a collaborative online learning 
environment. In this study, it is assumed that in-
structional interaction implies intent because the 
responder seeks to instruct the user.

Much of the literature about online reference 
services includes learner-to-technology and learner-
to-content interactions.18 Berge contends that only 
through well-designed interactions within the con-
texts (as well as the limitations) of both the learning 
activities and the delivery system can interpersonal 
interactions be developed to support effective learn-
ing.19 Moore specifically suggests that the learner-
to-instructor interaction provides the learner with 
instructor feedback, motivation, and dialogue. Fur-
ther, Moore implies a constructivist instructional 
framework, where the instructor is responding to 
the learner’s own creation of new knowledge.20

For the librarian in the online learning envi-
ronment, this can be interpreted as a response to 
the structural limitations of the reference interview, 
where it is not always possible to respond to the 
learner’s creation of new knowledge. Instead of as-
suming that a user does not know what information 
is needed, the instructional interaction would be a 
dialogue of equals wherein the librarian assumes the 
more equal role of partner as opposed to expert. 

MeThod
This study examines instructional interaction in 
online reference through an analysis of the content 

of answers to questions in a currently active e-mail 
service.21 The study examined data stored for in-
teractions that occurred between October and 
November 2004, 2005, and 2006. The complete 
database stored questions and answers from the 
inception of the service (June 2002) to the pres-
ent. It should be noted that this study is focused 
on the librarian side of the interaction. Analysis of 
the user side of the interaction was not possible 
because of confidentiality restrictions that deleted 
user information from all interactions.

Two previous internal analyses (conducted by 
the co-authors and based on an emergent design 
methodology) suggest that the sample periods 
chosen for this study is representative of a calendar 
year’s worth of data. In the first of these studies, 
which examined and coded the entire database of 
stored questions and answers during its first year 
(June 2002 through June 2003), it was noted that 
February–March and October–November were the 
busiest periods, corresponding to the middle of the 
Spring and Fall semesters respectively. Further ex-
amination noted that the online service was reflec-
tive of the face-to-face interactions in number and 
content. Finally, it was reported that the diversity 
of content was similar across all months and that 
the October and November period was the busiest 
of the academic year. The second study, conducted 
at the end of the following academic year, agreed 
with these conclusions with the exception that 
while the online service remained consistently 
balanced between directional versus instructional 
questions, the face-to-face service desk started to 
see an increase in the ratio of former over the lat-
ter. This second study further confirmed that the 
October–November period was an excellent snap-
shot of the entire academic year.

In keeping with the theoretical orientation ex-
plored earlier, within this e-mail service there is no 
presumption that the user is not quite sure of the 
question, supported in part by Grogan’s conclu-
sion that “most of the library users who put ques-
tions to the librarian know exactly what they need 
and ask for it clearly” and by Janes’ suggestion 
that this self-awareness is also mediated by lack of 
comfort in sharing too many details.22 

The interaction in this service begins through 
a public online Web form (see figure 1). The first 
of the aforementioned internal analyses shows that 
many of the questions could easily fall into one of 
a series of categories. As an outcome of this first 
analysis, the service was redesigned to allow for 
a more phenomenological coding of the answers 
into the categories suggested in the study. Also, 
this new design allowed for the development of 
standard canned response forms to be used for 
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the category thus coded. The Appendix details the 
canned response forms used in 2004, 2005, and 
2006. Due to changes in services, these forms have 
been revised on an ongoing basis, resulting in the 
deletion of some forms and the additions of oth-
ers. The internal analyses suggest that the response 
was usually appropriate and detailed enough to 
conclude the interaction, although such a conclu-
sion should be qualified in that the studies did not 
directly seek out user satisfaction. 

This service does not engage in an interview 
with the user, but users do have the option of re-
plying to the librarian and, according to internal 
data, overwhelmingly choose not to. What the ser-
vice does do is encourage the library staff respond-
ing to the query to take the question at face value 
or make some a priori assumptions in respect to 
the information need of the user. While this lat-
ter approach is itself quite loaded in sociological 
terms, it is at least a first step in placing value on 
what the user has expressed, especially if the li-
brarian states this assumption in the response. 

Instructional versus Procedural
During the period the data were recorded for the 
current study, librarians were asked to select from 
a list of customizable responses to use in their re-
sponse to the user (see the appendix). Straw notes 
the value in using canned messages, especially 
because it can release the responder from some of 

the more onerous procedural tasks in drafting a 
response.23 We argue that such a procedural focus 
on the canned response functionally limits the role 
of the librarian. While there is certainly value in 
standardizing the response and especially the lan-
guage, customization of the canned response implies 
intent on the part of the librarian to instruct the user. 
Therefore the first step in this study was to exam-
ine the canned response forms and code them as 
either instructional intent (hereafter instructional) 
or procedural.

For example, as is seen in the appendix, nine-
teen canned response forms from 2005 are coded 
as procedural, while eight are coded as instruc-
tional. The definitions for these codes are based 
on the aforementioned definition and purpose of 
instructional interaction. The researchers indepen-
dently analyzed the canned response forms used in 
all the periods of the study and coded each form as 
either Procedural or Instructional. In other words, 
if a review of the question suggested that instruc-
tion is intended by the librarian-responder, then 
it is categorized as instructional. We then came 
together to triangulate our individual codes and 
the appendix reflects our collective codes.

We acknowledge that these decisions could be 
seen as both binary and arbitrary. It can be argued 
that there is a continuum of instruction occurring 
in this online reference service, and that this con-
tinuum is likely reflected in the canned response 
forms. In saying this, the literature does not really 

Figure 1. Public Interface to E-Mail Reference Service
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discuss whether or not instruction occurs in any 
online reference services. The use of canned mes-
sages (what is hereafter referred to as the base an-
swer forms) can affect how the librarian responder 
interacts with the user and whether this interaction 
reflects an instructional intent of the librarian. The 
question of whether learning is actually occurring 
is the basis for another study in which the user’s 
point of view is included. This study, however, is 
evaluating whether instructional intent is present 
for the librarians serving this single e-mail refer-
ence service.

As one reviews the text of the base answer 
forms one can see that they are broadly procedural 
and directional responses versus more abstract 
responses that begin to suggest some cognitive 
action by the user.24 It is this latter sense of intend-
ing cognitive action that is categorized as instruc-
tional. For example, if one reviews the text of the 
base answer form labeled “Search Articles Webfeat 
Advanced,” one can see areas where the librarian 
is expected to provide the user with information 
that is cognitively based. Appropriate resources are 
suggested, keywords are shared, Boolean opera-
tors are suggested and explained, and information 
about accessing databases is given. Also, words 
such as “may include” rhetorically imply that the 
user should look further than the examples pro-
vided. In terms of the theory being developed in 
this study, it would be in these areas that more cus-
tomization should occur. The underlying, latent 
goal of the instructional answer forms is to provide 
the user with tools appropriate to a constructivist-
based learning environment.

Looking at the procedural forms, however, 
there are no learning expectations implied. For 
example, the base answer form we have labeled 
as “Circulation Referral” is a simple response to 
the user that refers them to another library unit. 
This form is usually chosen when the user’s ques-
tion specifically refers to issues that can only be 
handled by that unit, such as book renewal or 
questions about due dates. This response seems 
to be classified as directional but may also be 
instructional because it could change user behav-
ior in any future interaction (i.e., the user would 
contact that unit directly for similar future ques-
tions). The Ask A Librarian service under study 
here, however, has been intentionally developed 
to be the major point of contact between all library 
units and library users. In other words, there is 
little expectation with this response that the user 
will learn to contact the circulation unit directly 
in the future. The same nonexpectation is applied 
to most of the other base answer forms that are 
categorized as procedural. However, by using the 

previous argument to uncover the assumptions of 
this answer form, it can be seen that, again, there 
is no clear expectation on the user to learn to do 
this without assistance next time.

Instructional Interaction
The operational definition of instructional inter-
action for this study is the level of customized 
content. In a procedural response, it is expected 
that there will be less customized content. In other 
words, there will be more dependence on the base 
answer form and its prepared content to answer 
the user’s question. Returning to the transactional 
distance theory outlined earlier and our concept of 
dialogue, one would expect to see the structure of 
the base answer form adapted in which expertise 
is neither assumed nor given. In other words, more 
customized content suggests more instructional 
interaction in sociocultural terms. 

Each of the answers in our sample (n = 1557) 
were analyzed and coded in terms of how much 
the content differs in word count from that of 
the base answer form used. Differences in word 
count imply greater customization; instructional 
responses would be more customized than pro-
cedural responses. This suggests the use and 
analysis of descriptive statistics, especially mean 
and median scores of the customized content 
and the average level of customization in proce-
dural responses compared to that in instructional 
responses. Further, a Mann-Whitney U test was 
performed to statistically compare the mean scores 
of customized content for instructional versus 
procedural. The theory developed here suggests 
that there would be statistically significant higher 
expected customization in instructional responses 
than in noninstructional responses, thus validating 
this operational definition.

STATISTICAL	AnALySIS
Figure 2 reports the descriptive statistics, includ-
ing the range of difference of the word counts of in-
structional responses (n = 769) versus procedural 
responses (n = 788). A Mann-Whitney U test was 
conducted using SPSS 15 to evaluate the hypoth-
esis that the answer forms would be customized 
more for instructionally related responses versus 
procedurally related responses (see figures 2–4). 
The results of the test were in the expected direc-
tion and significant: z = -4.429, p < .000. Instruc-
tional responses had an average rank of 830.08, 
while procedural responses had an average rank 
of 729.16. Figure 5 shows the distributions of the 
word differences between the base response forms 
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versus the actual response for the two groups.

dISCuSSIon	And	ConCLuSIon
The statistical test therefore suggests that the li-
brarians working on this Ask A Librarian service 
customize their user responses more when they 
intend to provide some level of instruction to the 
user. Also, procedurally oriented answer forms do 
not always need much in the way of customiza-
tion. This latter point is very evident in the distri-
bution of the word difference shown in figure 5.

However, there is a concern with the outlier 
data shown in figure 5. It could easily be assumed 
that these may be due to data entry error. But a re-
view of the actual responses versus the base forms 
show that these data sets are accurate. In many of 
the instances, the customized responses were cred-
ited to one or two individuals who tended not to 
use the answer forms. Indeed, Doherty discovered 
that some librarians preferred to ignore the forms 
completely because of their perceived impersonal 
nature.25

Further, our statistical analysis alone does not 
suggest causation. While there is a statistically 
significant difference in the word count means 
between instructional and procedural answers, 
this does not necessarily correlate to the librarian’s 
instructional intent causing such a significant cus-
tomization. However, returning to our theoretical 
frame outlined previously, the analysis is sugges-
tively supportive of this causation. To be sure, a 
more interpretive study should be performed in 
which case-study or ethnographically informed 
methods could uncover the actual intent of the 
librarians.

One major concern of this study has been the 

usage of the generic answer form. It was used 181 
times during the October–November 2004 period, 
196 times during the same period in 2005, and 
fell to 118 in 2006. These numbers are consis-
tent with internal studies that suggest this form 
is used about 25–30 percent of the time. In many 
instances, the content of the generic responses had 
to be examined to divine the intent of the librar-
ian responder. A similar process was used here as 
was used previously to code the other entries as 
instructional or procedural.

Our data reveals that customization of canned 
responses occurs in this one online reference ser-
vice. We suggest that there could be similar results 
in other such services examined by comparing 
the amount of customization that goes into the 
actual response sent to the user. Where possible, 
we encourage libraries to gather such data and 
thus begin to uncover some basic assumptions 
about their online reference services. Such studies 
would add to the empirical testing of the theories 
we have developed.

One assumption of the present service that this 
study revealed is the importance of customization. 

Figure 2. Descriptive Statisticsww

N Mean Std. Deviation Minimum Maximum

difference 1,557 31.45 88.57 -421 620

IorP 1,557 1.51 .50 1 2

Figure 3. Ranks

IorP n Mean	Rank Sum	of	Ranks

difference Instructional 769 830.08 638,328.50

Procedural 788 729.16 574,574.50

Total 1,557

Figure 4. Test Statistics*

difference

Mann-Whitney U 263,708.500

Wilcoxon W 574,574.500

Z -4.429

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .000

* Grouping Variable: IorP
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Anecdotal evidence suggests that librarians use 
the built-in ability to edit all responses to meet 
the query of the user as best as possible. Without 
the ability to conduct the traditional reference in-
terview, the customized response becomes more 
essential as the librarian responder makes certain 
presumptions about the needs of the user and 
also tries to proactively anticipate potential unex-
pressed needs. Janes, supported by Doherty’s con-
clusions, implies that librarians in online reference 
are selectively applying the orthodox procedures of 
the reference interview.26 We believe our analysis 
shows that the librarians involved with this e-mail 
reference service have drawn on the limitations of 
the technology to critically engage in an examina-
tion of the reference interview in favor of a dialogi-
cal interaction. 

In conclusion, our research shows that the aca-
demic librarians involved in this particular e-mail 
reference service intend to provide some form of 
instruction in just over half of the interactions ex-
amined here. It is this instructional intent on the 

part of the librarian that is deliberately designed 
to overcome the negative issues of transactional 
distance in the online learning environment. In 
other words, the librarian seeks to provide the 
user with an appropriate and relatively immedi-
ate response. 

There are instances of significant customiza-
tion of responses over the base standard answer 
form. As noted above, this suggests a strong sense 
of instructional interaction. The librarian has 
stepped outside of the structurally bound, stan-
dardized response to engage more directly with 
the user and to acknowledge the experience and 
intent the user brings to the interaction.
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APPendIx:	AnSweR	foRMS

2005–6 Answer Forms Base Word Count

number name Count I	or	P

1 Generic 10 *

2 Circulation Referral 52 P

3 Book and Media Renewal 97 P

4 Database Problems 44 P

5 DDS Referral (Interlibrary 
Loan)

70 P

6 DDS Renewal 52 P

7 Course Support Referral 30 P

8 Request Material 115 P

9 Electronic Reserves 102 P

10 SCA Referral (Special  
Collections)

80 P

11 Search Books 163 I

12 Search Peer-Reviewed 
Articles

33 I

13 Search Periodicals 200 I

14 Search Videos (General) 220 P

15 Search Videos (Specific) 195 I

16 SCA Hours 93 P

17 SCA Policy Information 146 P

18 SCA Digital Archives Copy 
Information

170 P

19 Course Reserves Referral 51 P

20 Media Services Referral 52 P

21 Team Referral 48 P

22 Unit Referral 43 P

23 Schedule Media 75 P

24 WebFeat Find Articles 259 I

25 Search Articles WebFeat 
Advanced

301 I

26 Search Articles Browse 
Resources

287 I

2004–5 Answer Forms Base Word Count

number name Count I	or	P

1 Generic 10 *

2 Circulation Referral 49 P

3 Book and Media Renewal 85 P

4 Database Problems 44 P

5 DDS Referral 70 P

6 DDS Renewal 74 P

7 Course Support Referral 30 P

8 Request Material 85 P

9 Electronic Reserves 107 P

10 SCA Referral 80 P

11 Search Articles 294 I

12 Search Books 161 I

13 UNUSED

14 Search Peer Reviewed 
Articles

260 I

15 Search Journals 380 I

16 Search Videos (General) 187 P

17 Search Videos (Specific) 157 I

18 SCA Hours/Location 93 P

19 SCA Policy Information 146 P

20 SCA Digital Archives Copy 
Information

170 P

21 Reserves Referral 51 P

22 Media Services Referral 52 P

23 Team Referral 43 P

24 Individual Referral 43 P

25 Schedule Media 75 P
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2006 Answer Forms Base Word Count

number name Count I	or	P

1 Generic 10 *

2 Circulation Referral 52 P

3 Book and Media Renewal 101 P

4 Database Problems 44 P

5 DDS Referral 70 P

6 DDS Renewal 77 P

7 Course Support Referral 30 P

8 Request Material 117 P

9 Electronic Reserves 160 P

10 SCA Referral 71 P

11 Search Articles 286 I

12 Search Books 171 I

13 UNUSED

14 Peer Reviewed Journals 33 P

15 Search Journals 202 P

16 Search Videos (General) 231 P

17 Search Videos (Specific) 205 I

18 SCA Info 84 P

19 SCA Hours 137 P

20 SCA Digital Archives Copy 
Information

161 P

21 Course Reserves Referral 51 P

22 Media Services Referral 52 P

23 Team Referral 48 P

24 Unit Referral 43 P

25 Schedule Media 75 P

26 WebFeat Find Articles 259 I

27 Search Articles WebFeat 
Advanced

301 I

28 Search Articles Browse 
Resources

287 I

29 RefWorks 509 P

30 Vista—Student 64 P

31 Vista—Faculty 70 P


